
 

Date: 17/02/2017 

Summaries of Approved Projects from the 1st Deadline of the Open Call in the 

Frame of Cooperation Programme Interreg V-A Slovenia-Austria 

The projects were approved at the 2nd meeting of the Monitoring Committee of the programme 

Interreg V-A Slovenia-Austria (2 and 3 June 2016). The ERDF Subsidy Contracts for the projects have 

been signed.   

The summaries of the projects were prepared by the applicants in the context of the submitted project 

applications. 

Priority axis 2 (Protecting the Environment and Promoting Resource Efficiency): 

Project acronym: 321 go (752.032,17 EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: jOPERA jennersdorf festivalsommer 

Project Partners: Javni zavod Krajinski park Goričko, Pomurski muzej Murska Sobota 

The project area is a provincial border region of South Burgenland (Austria) and Pomurje (Slovenia), 

characterized by sustainable tourism. Both regions are part of a cross border nature preserve area and 

belong to the Goričko-Raab-Őrség, 3-eu Park. 

Due to a weak inclusion of cultural heritage in touristic offers in this region as well as faint familiarity 

of potential partners on both sides of the border, the long common history has not been highlighted 

for touristic purposes in the past. 

 The overall objective of the project is to create  a sustainable cultural-touristic destination, based on 

developing the message of cultural heritage and introducing the cultural-touristic products. These 

products, shaped together by experts from touristic enterprises, will contribute to an improved offer 

in the weakly visited periods of low-peak seasons.  They will attract new target visitor groups and assist 

in lengthening their stay in the region. 

All the above will be achieved through these efforts : 

historical exhibitions in all 3 castles, connective historical family tour, establishing  of joint traditional 

trade markets, handicraft workshops and arrangements with artists/arts of the region, including 

photographic competition and film workshop. 

The upgrades to infrastructure in project locations like castle Grad and castle Murska Sobota are 

essential components needed to guarantee  the joint touristic products. 

 3 castles, 2 countries, 1 history is a symbol, showing how to deliver a successful project realization. 

Once connected, it is possible with joint efforts to make the region competitive as a cultural-touristic 

destination . 

Main target groups are visitors of all ages, interested in culture, tradition and history, constantly linked 

with experiencing the unspoiled natural environment.   



Project acronym: AS-IT-IC (699.929,32 EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: Institut Jožef Stefan 

Project Partners: Technische Universität Graz - Institut für Softwaretechnologie, Javni zavod za 

turizem, šport, mladinske in socialne programe SPOTUR Slovenj Gradec, Združenje občin Slovenije, 

Graz Tourismus und Stadtmarketing GmbH 

Currently, a tourist cannot get the desired information in an integrated way from both the humans and 

Web services, and much less the joint Austrian-Slovenian services. Typically, Slovenian or Austrian 

tourist office will provide only predefined national tours and not user-centric cross-border tours. As a 

consequence, tourists may miss locations they might be interested in visiting and tourist locations get 

less visits. The goal of the project is to create a joint Austrian-Slovenian center - an ICT supported 

network of service providers and tourist offices, municipalities, tourists and citizens to enhance 

continuous cooperation between them. Thus, cross-border tourist exchange, collaboration and 

expertise transfer between providers will largely increase with respect to the current state. The main 

project output will be the operational center with humans involved, having support of the following 

tools: Virtual assistant (providing automatic answering in natural language to the questions and 

performing services) according to demands from tourists, Communication service (ICT solution that 

will enable conversation between the tourists, virtual assistants, tourist information workers and local 

communities), Information sources (inclusion of existing information sources), Recommender system 

for tour planning, Network of tourist services and services from local communities. The system will 

help tourists better plan their cross-border visits, discover less popular sites that would otherwise be 

missed, stay longer and better satisfy their needs. Local communities will easily offer local services and 

information to visitors, e.g. a tour might include visiting a specialized craftsman and boost selling local 

products. Tourist officers will get better access to tourists. Project provides the integration of virtual 

and human services from Austria and Slovenia with the uniform functionality - to provide most relevant 

information, attract the tourists, and prolong their stay. 

Project acronym: Flagship Products (1.601.106,74 EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: Qualifizierungsagentur Oststeiermark GmbH 

Project Partners: Zavod za inovativnost in podjetništvo, Zavod za kulturo, turizem in šport Murska 

Sobota, Razvojna agencija Slovenske Gorice d.o.o., Tourismus-Regionalverband Oststeiermark, 

Thermenland Süd- & Oststeiermark Marketing GmbH, Regionalmanagement Südoststeiermark 

Steirisches Vulkanland GmbH, Regions Entwicklungs- und Management Oststeiermark GmbH, Srednja 

šola za gostinstvo in turizem Radenci 

For a long time the relaxed couple in the steaming hot tubs in the open air was a typical image  for the 

tourism and thermal spring regions of eastern Slovenia and of Styria. Now this image could come from 

anywhere. Wellness areas have become a standard global tourist offer and so the region is being called 

on to raise its profile. A first step was the Regio Vitalis project,  which allowed the region‘s particular 

landscape and cuisine to be recognised as important assets and to take centre stage. However, in order 

to stand out from other regions more is required, namely clear, regional unique selling points. An 

analysis has shown that the region of the project in Central Europe features by far the highest number 

of thermal and mineral springs, has the largest area of apple cultivation, and is the undisputed centre 

of pumpkin seed production.  This is in addition to other leading products, such as elderberries or 

honey, which are typical of individual regions. 



The aim of Flagship Products is to develop new tourist offers in combination with these leading 

products and to thus create extraordinary holiday experiences that cannot simply be copied by other 

regions. 

The Flagship Products approach will for the first time enable a partnership to be established along the 

entire value added chain of a leading product, (farmer, host, business, tourism, etc.), to provide mutual 

support in development, marketing and sales. All activities will take place according to a standard 

approach, which will be developed bilaterally. Joint cross-border partnerships will be formed for 

thermal and mineral springs, apples and pumpkin seeds. The outcomes of the project will be raising 

the awareness of regional specialties, new kinds of cooperation, new qualification modules, new 

product and experience offers relating to leading products, and above all, new guests for the region! 

Project acronym: PalaeoDiversiStyria (1.122.725,15 EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: Universalmuseum Joanneum GmbH 

Project Partners: Zavod za varstvo kulturne dediščine Slovenije, Universität Graz, Univerza v Mariboru, 

Marktgemeinde Großklein, Občina Hoče-Slivnica 

Eastern Slovenia and southern Styria are found in many natural conditions such as in geology, in soil 

composition and in the climatic conditions very similar. This led to similar historical developments in 

the food supply, and thus in the social and cultural development of the region, which is also manifested 

in its rich archaeological heritage. 

Food production in the program area is today used not only to supply the population, but is an essential 

part of tourism. The first challenge arises with the intensive agricultural production, which is related 

to the reduction of the production of traditional old varieties of crops and biodiversity. The second 

challenge arises from an oversized supply of food, which creates difficulties in the development of 

distinctive identities of products that are associated with the identity of the region. 

The PaleoDiversiStyria project tries to connect new knowledge from archaeology and archaeobotany 

in the program area, to increase the understanding of the cultural heritage and promote the 

agricultural tradition. The project partners have therefore set themselves key activities, which will lead 

from the identification of the original plant and animal species in archaeological contexts to the 

revitalization and utilization of indigenous crop species and their inclusion in tourism. The 

reintroduction of old crops leads to a greater biodiversity and allows local producers to offer new and 

attractive tourism products, which will build their identity on the local archaeological heritage. These 

products contribute to underlining the importance of the protection of the archaeological heritage by 

being the carrier of the identity of the tourist offers. 

Project acronym: SI-MUR-AT (1.522.484,35 EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: Amt der Steiermärkischen Landesregierung, Abteilung 14, Wasserwirtschaft, Ressourcen 

und Nachhaltigkeit 

Project Partners: Nacionalni laboratorij za zdravje, okolje in hrano, Institut za ekološki inženiring, 

VODOVOD SISTEMA B d.o.o., KMETIJSKO GOZDARSKA ZBORNICA SLOVENIJE, KMETIJSKO GOZDARSKI 

ZAVOD MURSKA SOBOTA, Regionalmanagement Südoststeiermark, Steirisches Vulkanland, 

Regionalmanagement Südweststeiermark GmbH 



 

Safeguarding the long-term quality of bodies of groundwater on both sides of the Mur (or Mura) River, 

which on the one hand are subject to intensive agricultural use and on the other hand a reservoir for 

drinking water supply, is a common challenge. 

The overall objective is to establish cross-border cooperation in order to sustainably safeguard and 

improve the quality of the lower Mur River and the connected bodies of groundwater to achieve a 

long-lasting good qualitative state of groundwater. This will also positively affect the state of the 

surface water of a 67km long cross border section of the Mur River. 

The main outputs are based on an integrated approach in the wider parts of the project area and 

contribute on different levels (measurement, modelling, avoidance strategy) to reducing the discharge 

of nutrients from agricultural management and therefore to improving the water quality in the project 

region. 

The cross-border approach creates the conditions necessary to ensure that the measures taken to 

safeguard and/or improve the quality of groundwater, e.g. changing land use, will not be neutralised 

by infiltrated harmful substances from the Mur River of the body of groundwater on the other side of 

the Mur. 

Therefore, the development of joint strategies for the co-existence of agriculture and groundwater 

protection is of the utmost importance. This will also benefit all citizens in the project region, as the 

environmental situation is going to improve sustainably. 

The methods used per se are not new: nevertheless, the combined use of measurements of detailed 

processes, their regional modelling and monitoring on both sides of the Mur River is an innovative 

approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary of the Approved Project from the 2nd Deadline of the Open Call in 

the Frame of Cooperation Programme Interreg V-A Slovenia-Austria 

The project was discussed in the frame of the 3rd Monitoring Committee meeting of the Cooperation 

Programme Interreg V-A Slovenia-Austria (1 and 2 February 2017) and was approved in the frame of 

the 7th Written Procedure (10 February 2017).   The ERDF Subsidy Contract for the project has been 

signed.   

The summary of the project was prepared by the applicants in the context of the submitted project 

application. 

Priority axis 2 (Protecting the Environment and Promoting Resource Efficiency): 

Project acronym: Alpe Adria Karavanke/Karawanken  (2.095.171,92  EUR ERDF):  

Lead Partner: BSC, poslovno podporni center, d.o.o., Kranj 

Project Partners: Carnica-Region Rosental, Planinska zveza Slovenije, eb&p Umweltbüro GmbH, 

Pohodništvo&kolesarjenje giz, Občina Tržič, Občina Jesenice, Marktgemeinde Arnoldstein, Zavod za 

turizem in kulturo Žirovnica, Region Villach Tourismus GmbH, Občina Jezersko and Marktgemeinde St. 

Jakob im Rosental 

Common challenge: The development of tourism is generally planned at national or regional levels without 
effective cross-border co-operation. So far, no effective cross-border approach for the development of 
sustainable tourism and of a specialised cross-border tourist offer has been developed for the cross-border area 
of Western Karawanks (in the project named Alpe Adria Park of Experiences). This area is rather weakly 
developed, even though it has great potential for the development of tourism. The general objective is to 
strategically plan the sustainable development of the Alpe Adria Park of Experiences area with the following 
outputs: 
- drawn-up comprehensive valorisation of the cross-border area, 
- developed specialised tourist offer of hiking, cycling and winter adventures, 
- new knowledge and qualifications of tourist service providers and other stakeholders, 
- innovative cross-border marketing approaches (mobile application, adventure weekends etc.), 
- long-term strategic tourism development plan, 
- cross-border booking centre and innovative cross-border platform. 
 
Planned approach: A combination of the bottom-up and top-down approaches will be used. With the innovative 
methods of work, innovative solutions and approaches will be used that can be realised in a quality way only by 
a good cooperation and networking of beneficiaries: partners and target groups (municipalities, public 
institutions, SMEs, sectoral agencies, general public) in the cross-border area. 
 
What is new: the underdeveloped cross-border tourist area will be placed on the international tourist map for 
the first time with an innovative range of products and marketing approaches. Furthermore, the cross-border 
development of the green tourist region Alpe Adria Park of Experiences will be ensured. All of the above will 
guarantee a long-term development of sustainable tourism in the area, create new jobs and increase the number 
of overnight stays. 

 


